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ABSTRACT 

In this study, we present generation of Strip-map Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images using impulse GPR system, 
and investigate effects of different soil types on SAR images. The SAR images of buried objects have been interpreted 
via 2D inverse Fourier transformation. GPR buried target data have been collected from three soil pools having different 
dielectric constants and B-scan images have been reconstructed from the received data using mean A-scan signal 
subtraction method. In order to reconstruct SAR images, the time domain data collected from multiple observation 
points have been transformed to 2D spectral domain. Non-uniform data have been interpolated over spatial Cartesian 
grid by using uniform interval. Thus, the SAR images have been reconstructed via 2D inverse FFT of interpolated data 
on ky-kz plane. When examined mathematical background of SAR algorithm, the values of different dielectric constants 
change the wave number of k. This can lead to deterioration of the SAR imagery. In this study, we investigate the effect 
of the dielectric constant of different soils on SAR images. Finally, resolution difference between background removed 
B-Scan data and SAR images is considered.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Various sensing techniques are needed for buried object inspection applications to increase detection probability. Ground 
Penetrating Radar (GPR) is the one of the leading technique creating image of suspicious region. Buried objects 
generally create hyperbolic changes in GPR B-scan data (image). Properties of the hyperbola are dependent to the buried 
object size and shape, frequency bandwidth of transmitted signal and antenna pattern. A trained user may identify buried 
object from GPR B-scan data, but both sides of hyperbola may give unrealistic information to the user, for this reason 
realistic image construction methods are needed, such as F-K migration1, SAR processing2, Stolt migration3. But these 
methods have some parameters affecting quality of the constructed image. If they are not known exactly, GPR images 
will not be obtained correctly. The affecting parameters to GPR images are electrical permittivity (F/m) and conductivity 
(S/m) of the soils and they may change from one soil type to another.  

In classical B-scan GPR imagery, image of buried object exhibits undesired hyperbolic effects and this situation implies 
lower resolution in the image and the size of the buried object is not exactly known. To increase image resolution and 
prevent undesired hyperbolic effects, SAR processing is applied, which is a kind of a focusing technique. Wave-equation 
based SAR processing method is presented in space-time domain4. In order to increase the resolution of GPR images and 
estimate the electromagnetic wave’s velocity under the ground, wavenumber domain based SAR migration techniques 
have been used5.  

In this study, we have investigated the effects of different soil types on SAR images and compared resolution change 
between simple background removed B-scan data and SAR image. The frequency wavenumber based SAR focusing 
algorithm is applied to increase imaging resolution of B-scan target data. For SAR processing, the velocity of 
electromagnetic wave in the ground plays an important role at the reconstruction of images, because of affecting 
interpolation grid of spatial domain. The mathematical background of imaging algorithms including mean A-scan signal 
subtraction method and SAR processing are presented in section 2. In section 3, the B-scan and SAR images are 
compared for various targets buried at the different soil pools. In the last section, the summary and discussion are given.  
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2. GPR DATA PROCESSING 
The description of GPR B-scan imaging area is presented in Figure-1. The antenna moves along the y-direction and 
builds up a synthetic aperture path. The measured data of the GPR system changes depending on time and movement of 
the antenna. It is assumed that the reflection of air-ground interface include a part of scattering fields. The collected data 
is analyzed using two signal processing methods. 

 

 
Figure-1. Data collection sceneario.  

 

2.1 Conventional B-Scan Imaging 

The measurement area of the GPR system is considered as in Figure-1, where z-direction gives burial depth information 
and y-direction is movement path of the GPR system. The B-scan data having MxN dimensions corresponds to Amn 
matrices, where the indices m and n define time and antenna position, respectively. Each column of Amn matrices holds 
A-scan signal of the measured GPR data. We assume that the first ten of A-signals do not contain any target signature in 
laboratory measurement setup. In other words, there is no target signature from n=1 to n=10 for all raw value of 
Amn (m =1:M). In order to improve B-scan GPR image, we need to reduce cross-talk effect of transmitting and receiving 
antenna and air-ground interface reflections. To achieve this, the mean subtraction method may be applied to B-scan 
data6. 
Background subtraction or mean subtraction method is a widely used approach for detecting moving objects in a number 
of applications, such as radar, computer vision, and image processing. For GPR application, background subtraction 
method can be applied for a constant buried target while radar system is moving along the aperture path. The 
background subtraction method is performed by taking average of first N A-scan signals. Next, the average A-scan 
signal is subtracted from each column of Amn, hence we obtain, 
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where, N =10 and Pmn is the background subtracted GPR data matrices. After mean subtraction process, the target in B-
scan data becomes apparent. Finally, target data T(y,z) can be given by equation (2). 
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2.2 The SAR Processing 

The GPR system radiates a monocycle UWB pulse and the measured data behaves like quasimonostatic measurement 
data. In the proposed SAR algorithm, we use ideal target model considering 2D Dirac delta function, which depends on y  

 

and z coordinates given by the following equation. 

 ( , ) ( , )i if y z y y z zδ= − −  (3) 

where y and z are target coordinates and (yi, zi) corresponds to the location of the buried object. The distance between 
target model and each measurement point along the synthetic aperture axis is described as: 

 ( )2 2
i ir y y z= − +  (4) 

where, y consists of the measurement points on synthetic aperture vector. The scattered electromagnetic fields are 
summation of each 2-D discrete target reflectivity model in the synthetic aperture direction moving along the straight 
path. The received time domain signal is modeled as: 
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where, u(t) is the pulse signal from location (0,y,0), N is measurement points along the aperture path, t is time, c is 
velocity of wave propagation in the medium depending on dielectric constant, where 0 rc c ε= , c0 is the 3x108 m/s, and 
ai is the complex reflectivity constant of targets, depending on magnitude and phase7. In equation (5), the spherical delay 
term can be ignored. Fourier transform is taken in time by equation (6) for equation (5). 
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 where, 0rk c cω ω ε= = , ω is the angular frequency (rad/sn). Next, Fourier transform with respect to y variable is 
taken and applied stationary phase method to solve integral of Fourier transform 8 -10 , then we find: 
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Using Eq.(7), the spatial domain variable in kz direction is defined as,  

 ( )2 2 2 2
04 4z r y yk c k k kε ω= − = −  (8) 

this equation yields, 
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Now, the GPR B-Scan measurement data has been transferred to spatial domain. The measurement data of spatial 
domain constitute hyperbolic curve depending on equation (9) in kz direction. In order to take 2D inverse Fourier 
transform of equation (7), the measurement data must be interpolated in Cartesian grid. The final SAR imaging equation 
which gives the location of the target function of f(y,z) can be obtained by taking 2-D inverse transform of equation (9) 
as, 
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Finally, it states that sampling interval of spatial domain changes depending on y and z size of image area. According to 
Nyquist theorem, the sampling interval of spatial domain in ky and kz direction is defined by equation (9), 
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where, Dymax and Dzmax  is the size of imaging area in y and z direction, respectively. Finally, we obtain the GPR-SAR 
images by taking the 2D inverse Fourier transform of interpolated data.  

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  
The measurement data have been collected from different soil pools using real-time impulse GPR system and the data 
have been constructed by using conventional background removal method and SAR processing algorithms. After signal 
processing, it has been observed that imaging resolution of SAR algorithm has increased in both depth and aperture 
directions compared to background removal algorithm as shown in B-scan images in Figure 3-5.  

The soil pools are of 2x3 meters and the experimental setup described in Figure 2(a) has 170 cm of aperture length and it 
has been constructed wooden material to prevent reflection effects. In our experimental setup, there are three kinds of 
soil pools including hard soil, river soil and clayey soil which are shown in Figure 2. The electrical properties of soil 
pools were measured using phase delay measurement setup with network analyzer and resistivity tester measurement11. 

 
Figure 2. Experimental setup and different soil pools for GPR data collection a) measurement setup b) hard soil c) river sand 
d) clayey soil. 
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The backscattered field data is collected along a synthetic aperture length of 100 cm for approximately 240 discrete 
points and the length of A-scan signals was 256 points. In this study, the buried objects are chosen as glass bottle, 
surrogates of M6A2-AT and VS50-AP mines which are named Target-1, Target-2 and Target-3, respectively. The 
diameters and heights of buried targets are 50x100 mm, 83x333 mm and 45x90mm, respectively. Burial depths of the 
targets are 7 cm for two small targets and 25 cm for the surrogates of M6A2-AT. The antenna of the GPR system is 
moved approximately 5 cm above the surface. The dielectric constant of soil pools are 2.33, 2.59, 2.75 for pool-1, pool-
2, pool-3, respectively 

The constructed SAR and background subtraction images of three buried objects are presented in Figure 3-5 for two 
methods. First two columns of the figures exhibit two-dimensional imaging capability of the processing techniques and  

 
Figure 3. Comparison of background removed GPR data and SAR images for in the different soil types (Target-1). 

 

the third columns of the figures exhibit the normalized associated aperture length field intensity distributions on the 
targets between SAR and background subtraction method. 

As it is shown in each two column of figures, target images can vary in high rate, especially for large objects, depending 
on the soil properties. Since dielectric constants of each soil are not equal each other, the burial depths of the targets on 
GPR images show difference in each column of figures. Hence, the electrical characteristic of soil pools affects both B-
scan and SAR images. Moreover, two dimensional target signatures have also different patterns due to conductivity 
differences of soils, which is actually dependent to the frequency. To reconstruct SAR images, the dielectric constant 
value of soils is critical information, because it affects wave number given by equation (8). 
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Figure 4. Comparison of background removed GPR data and SAR images for in the different soil types (Target-2). 

 

As shown in Figure 3, the B-scan and SAR images of target-1 approximately include equivalence resolution for both 
algorithms. The differences of soil types are seen that the intensity distribution function (third column) of cross section 
along the aperture length in pool-2 is wider than cross section of pool-1 and pool-3. 

In Figure 4 and Figure 5, it is shown that the resolution of SAR images s better and the signal to noise ratio is lower than 
B-scan images for three pools. Although, the dielectric constants of soil pools are close to each other, different views 
may occur on SAR images for the same targets.  
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Figure 5. Comparison of background removed GPR data and SAR images for in the different soil types (Target-3). 

4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
In this study, we have presented two imaging algorithm which are Strip-map synthetic aperture radar imaging and 
background subtraction methods for GPR B-scan data .Comparison is given to show the effectiveness of the proposed 
SAR imaging method at different soil pools. In the clustering of buried object target images, A-scan signals are collected 
along the synthetic aperture path and then transformed to frequency domain. In order to improve the imaging resolution 
of GPR, the phase information of A-scan signal at frequency domain has been utilized and then 2-D inverse Fourier 
transformation is applied at the scattered field. When the results is considered, it can be stated that the SAR method 
gives better focusing over target signature than mean A-scan signal subtraction method. It is observed that the GPR-SAR 
images at different soil pools gives different depth and aperture path resolution, respectively. However, depth 
information of the same targets buried at the same depth may be different in image plane for both methods. This is based 
on change of electromagnetic wave velocity which depends on electrical properties of the soil. Although, the dielectric 
constants of soil pools are close to each other, different views may occur on SAR images.  

When we consider data collected from Pool-1, we observe that hyperbolic tails direction of the target tends to upper side, 
this effect is less apparent in Pool-2 data and there is no effect in Pool-3data. It is thought that this is originated  
by dependencies of dielectric constant and electrical conductivity of the soil. Another observation of this study is that 
electromagnetic wave velocity directly affects the GPR image resolution and SAR imaging method gives better results at 
big targets than small ones at this frequency range.  
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